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Abstract

This study focuses on the locomotion capability improvement in a tendon-driven soft quadruped robot through an
online adaptive learning approach. Leveraging the inverse kinematics model of the soft quadruped robot, we employ
a central pattern generator to design a parametric gait pattern, and use Bayesian optimization (BO) to find the optimal
parameters. Further, to address the challenges of modeling discrepancies, we implement a multi-fidelity BO approach,
combining data from both simulation and physical experiments throughout training and optimization. This strategy
enables the adaptive refinement of the gait pattern and ensures a smooth transition from simulation to real-world de-
ployment for the controller. Moreover, we integrate a computational task off-loading architecture by edge computing,
which reduces the onboard computational and memory overhead, to improve real-time control performance and facili-
tate an effective online learning process. The proposed approach successfully achieves optimal walking gait design for
physical deployment with high efficiency, effectively addressing challenges related to the reality gap in soft robotics.

Keywords: Soft quadruped robot, Reality gap, Multi-fidelity Bayesian optimization, Edge computing.

1. Introduction

Soft robotics, utilizing compliant materials and struc-
tures as actuators, is gaining prominence for creat-
ing adaptive and resilient robotic systems, particularly
in soft quadruped robots with legged locomotion [1].
In contrast to their rigid counterparts, soft quadruped
robots are featured with compliant materials and soft
actuators, emulating the flexibility of biological tissue.
Actuated by pneumatic pressure [2, 3], electric volt-
age [4, 5], and magnetic fields [6, 7], soft robots demon-
strate resilience to diverse working conditions, enhance
safety in human-machine interactions, and effectively
absorb external disturbances through their inherent elas-
ticity [8].

While soft actuators facilitate intricate deformations
for complex locomotion, effective gait design is the ne-
cessity of exploiting the full walking potential of soft
robots [9]. The challenges arise from the soft robots’
modeling complexity under environmental interactions
and the inherent difficulty of maintaining consistent ac-
tuation force and precision for soft actuators [10], a con-
cern not shared by their rigid counterparts.
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To resolve the above challenge, tendon-driven soft
actuators (TSAs) are utilized for actuation, where the
actuators’ bending and compression motions are syn-
chronized to improve the walking performance of the
robot [11, 9, 8, 12]. Prior research primarily focuses on
predefined gait trajectories [9, 8] or model-based con-
trol designs for gait optimization [11, 12]. However,
the gait trajectory is either not optimized or only opti-
mized through Finite Element Analysis (FEA) [13, 14]
which fails to achieve good time efficiency. Therefore,
a research gap persists for advanced gait exploration in
developing an optimal gait pattern for TSA-type soft
robots.

To create adaptive and efficient locomotion patterns,
many state-of-the-art techniques provide sophisticated
solutions tailored for rigid quadruped robots, includ-
ing reinforcement learning [15, 16, 17], Central Pattern
Generators (CPGs) [18, 19, 20], and model predictive
control [21, 22, 23]. A comprehensive overview of the
relevant approaches can be found in the work of Taheri
et al. [24]. Specifically, artificial CPGs, which con-
tain limited cycles with repeating patterns for gait syn-
chronization, have been proposed as a robust approach
to enhancing gait stability. CPGs can be designed by
modeling the behavior of neuron cells as neuron oscil-
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lators [25]. Alternatively, another type of CPG is de-
signed based on dynamic systems, e.g., Hopf oscilla-
tors [26] and van-der-Pol oscillators [27]. The oscilla-
tors can generate rhythmic signals in the form of tra-
jectories and represent the stance-swing sequence of the
legs with continuous states, making them well-suited for
modeling gait patterns in soft quadruped robots.

Essentially, these oscillator models often contain tun-
ing parameters, which require a well-designed method
for users to properly choose their values. There are two
major considerations for achieving optimal performance
when applying the parametric locomotion design frame-
work to the soft quadruped robots:

• Uncertain parameter optimization: Owing to
the intrinsic nonlinear and time-variant properties
of the soft material, the dynamics of the soft ac-
tuators is subject to significant uncertainty. Tra-
ditional deterministic functions and optimization
methods lack robustness when applied to the soft
robot gait design.

• Modeling error compensation: Precisely mod-
eling the dynamics of soft materials is challeng-
ing due to their compliant nature. Consequently,
it is imperative to address the discrepancies be-
tween simulation and real-world performance of
soft robots. The inherent complexities of soft
robotic systems pose challenges for simulators to
accurately replicate them. Therefore, it becomes
crucial to devise strategies for reducing this mod-
eling error during physical deployment.

To address the first challenge, the implicit relation-
ship between the model parameters and the objective
function is generally treated as a stochastic black-box
model, where optimal parameter values can be de-
termined through black-box optimization methodolo-
gies. Solving black-box optimization via soft comput-
ing has proven effective in various robotics applications.
Notably, algorithms such as Bayesian Optimization
(BO) [28], Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [29],
and Evolutionary Algorithms (EA) [30] have been ex-
tensively employed. Among them, BO has the ad-
vantage of considering probabilistic objective functions
and using efficient sampling to achieve fast conver-
gence. Thus, given the parametric-based gait pattern,
BO stands out as an ideal choice for systematically tun-
ing uncertain parameters, thereby unlocking the poten-
tial of the robot’s gait with high exploration efficiency.

The second challenge stems from the inevitable dis-
crepancies between the simulation model and the real
robot, owing to noise, perturbations, and modeling er-

rors. This disparity, often referred to as the reality gap,
leads to discrepancies within a simulator-aided frame-
work, necessitating adjustments to the optimal solution
identified in the simulation environment through phys-
ical experiments [31]. When developing a data-driven
controller, abundant synthetic training data can be ob-
tained from the simulator, but the data contain unavoid-
able errors compared to data derived from real robots.
Moreover, while measurement data from real robots are
of high quality, obtaining them in large quantities is
challenging due to the need for human supervision and
experiment resets, resulting in a slow and costly pro-
cess [15]. To address this challenge, our method mixes
the two types of data in a single learning algorithm to
alleviate the reality gap between simulation and phys-
ical robots. Specifically, we focus on the BO method
and propose a multi-fidelity BO (MFBO) approach to
achieve efficient sim-to-real adaptation of the optimal
points between the model and the robot. Consequently,
the optimal walking pattern learned from simulations
can be efficiently adapted to the physical robot through
online learning in the real world.

MFBO extends the traditional BO framework to in-
corporate information from diverse sources with differ-
ent fidelity levels. While BO typically relies on a Gaus-
sian Process (GP) model as a surrogate to represent ob-
jective function evaluations, it is limited by a scalar out-
put for a single model characterization. To address this
limitation, either separate GPs are used for distinct mod-
els [32], or an error function is trained to delineate the
difference among different models [33]. Additionally,
the multi-task GP (MTGP) method [34, 35] has been
introduced to naturally manage multiple coupled out-
puts, capturing complex data dependencies arising from
various sources.

Incorporating MTGP into the BO framework gives
rise to the MFBO method, which facilitates accelerated
model training across different data sources. Recently,
MFBO has found applications in various research do-
mains, e.g., hyper-parameter optimization [36], process
optimization [37], and safe controller design [38]. How-
ever, its potential for modeling error compensation in
robotics systems, particularly in adaptive controller de-
sign, remains underexplored.

Similar to this paper, Lan et al. [18] integrate BO
and CPG for the robot’s optimal gait pattern genera-
tion. Although they identify the reality gap during the
physical testing, they do not propose a method to adapt
the gait pattern to the physical robot. The shortcoming
prompts our exploration of the MFBO approach to the
efficient adaptation of the gait controller learned from
simulations to the physical robot. The adaptation proce-
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dure is performed through online learning with the real
robot, which combines both previously obtained simu-
lation data and the online generated real-world data to
obtain a better gait controller for the physical robot. It
is worth noting prior studies do not distinguish the terms
multi-fidelity and multi-task within the same BO frame-
work. We adopt the term multi-fidelity in the sequel to
maintain clarity and underscore its relevance within the
context of sim-to-real transfer scenarios [39].

Moreover, the complexities of online MFBO train-
ing and the challenges associated with CPG gait gen-
eration pose difficulties for achieving real-time control
on the robot’s onboard computation system. Recently,
the integration of edge computing has emerged as a
promising solution to enhance robotic system perfor-
mance [40, 41]. Computational task off-loading be-
comes instrumental in load balancing [42] and optimiz-
ing resource utilization [43]. Furthermore, compared
to task off-loading to the public cloud, the integration
of edge computing allows for data processing closer to
the source with less latency, ensures real-time compu-
tational task completion [10], and improves the system
responsiveness [44]. Therefore, our study leverages the
computational off-loading enabled by edge computing
to improve the real-time control performance for the
soft quadruped robot gait design.

In summary, the contributions of our article are as fol-
lows.

1. A gait generator is devised for the soft quadruped
robot with CPG-based modeling. The utilization of
a parametric formulation enhances the adaptability
and flexibility of gait pattern design.

2. The computation of the optimal gait pattern pa-
rameters is formulated as a stochastic black-box
optimization problem, which is solved using the
MFBO approach. Our approach effectively miti-
gates the reality gap and achieves a rapid transition
from sim-to-real adaptation.

3. An online learning architecture is designed based
on an edge computing framework. Complex
MFBO optimization and training tasks are per-
formed at the edge server. Computational task off-
loading, facilitated by 5G communication, allows
for real-time adaptive parameter optimization and
fast deployment.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. Fol-
lowed by the preliminaries in Sec. 2, Sec. 3 introduces
the soft quadruped robot under study and CPG-based
gait pattern model design. Then, the formulated param-
eter optimization problem is solved by MFBO in Sec. 4.

Sec. 5 describes the hardware implementation and the
experiment setup. Sec. 6 shows the evaluation and re-
sults of the approach. Finally, Sec. 7 concludes this ar-
ticle.

2. Preliminaries

2.1. Gaussian Processes Model
A GP model represents a stochastic function g :

P → R, where P is a subset of Rn. A GP model
is specified by its mean and covariance functions, i.e.,
m : P → R and k : P × P → R. For a point
p ∈ P, g(p) ∼ GP

(
m(p), k(p,p)

)
is a random value

with the Gaussian distribution whose mean is m(p) =
E
[
g(p)
]
∈ R and variance is k(p,p). For any two

points p,p′ ∈ P, the covariance is defined by k(p,p′)=
E
[(

g(p)−m(p)
)(

g(p′)−m(p′)
)]
∈ R+. The covariance

function defines the relationships between data points
in the input space, which is characterized by the hy-
perparameters λλλ. They impact the shape of regression
functions and can be optimally defined by log marginal
likelihood. With a training data set T = {[pi, vi], i =
1, . . . , n} of n training samples P = [p1, . . . ,pn] and their
corresponding outputs v = [v1, . . . , vn], the optimal val-
ues λλλ∗ can be acquired by maximizing the likelihood of
the observed outputs. Based on that, the GP model can
be used to predict the function value v′ of a test point p′,
yielding

p(v′ | p′, λλλ∗,T ) = N
(
µp′ , σp′

)
, (1)

and
µp′ = k(P,p′)⊤K−1

P v⊤,

σp′ = k(p′,p′) − k(P,p′)⊤K−1
P k(P,p′),

(2)

where µp′ and σp′ are the mean and variance of v′. KP
is the symmetric and positive semi-definite n×n covari-
ance matrix and KP(i, j) = k(pi,p j). k(P,p′) is an n × 1
vector, and each entry denotes the kernel function value
between pi ∈ P and p′. The values of k(·, ·) and KP in
(2) depend on λλλ∗.

2.2. Bayesian Optimization
Bayesian optimization (BO) is an effective optimiza-

tion technique for black-box optimization. The method
employs a data fitting surrogate model g(·) to approxi-
mate the unknown objective function J(·). The selection
of the surrogate model is crucial for accuracy and effi-
ciency [45]. Popular surrogate models include GP, ran-
dom forest (RF), piece-wise linear (PL), and etc.. The
GP model is often preferred for two primary reasons: 1)
its ability to quantify uncertainty in predictions, and 2)
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its adaptation for mitigation of the reality gap in MFBO.
Comparisons of different surrogate models for BO are
presented later in Sec. 6.3.

Based on the training data set and the GP model
hyperparameters, Bayesian optimization maximizes an
acquisition function a(·) to determine the next most
promising point to evaluate in the search for global op-
timality of J(·), i.e., pnext = argmaxp a(p | T , λλλ). Af-
ter evaluating the newly generated point, i.e., obtaining
J(pnext), the GP model will also be updated based on
the new observation. The iterative cycle continues un-
til predetermined stopping conditions are met, such as a
predetermined number of iterations or convergence cri-
teria. If the stopping conditions are proper, the iteration
converges to the optimal solution.

Many types of acquisition functions a(·) have been
proposed, e.g., expected improvement criterion (EI),
Probability of Improvement (PI), and GP upper confi-
dence bounds (GP-UCB). EI has proved its superiority
over PI, and it does not require the tuning parameter
as in GP-UCB [46]. Thus, EI is adopted in this study,
which maximizes the expected improvement over the
current best J∗, i.e.,

aEI(p | T , λλλ) = E(max[0, g(p)−J∗] | T , λλλ). (3)

It has a closed form under the GP surrogate model, i.e.,

aEI(p | T , λλλ) =
√
σp
[
γ(p)Φ

(
γ(p)
)
+ ϕ(p)

]
,

γ(p) = (µp − J∗)/
√
σp,

(4)

where µp and σp are obtained from (2). ϕ(·) denotes the
standard normal density function, and Φ(·) denotes the
cumulative distribution function of the standard normal
distribution.

2.3. Hopf Oscillator

As a method to model the artificial CPG, Hopf os-
cillator produces various harmonic output patterns, and
has a clear correlation with the applied coefficients. It
can be denoted by the oscillator state o, which takes the
form of the nonlinear differential equations:

ȯ = fh(o) + q =
[
k(A2 − o2

1 − o2
2)o1 − 2π f o2

k(A2 − o2
1 − o2

2)o2 + 2π f o1

]
+

[
q1
q2

]
,

(5)
where o = [o1, o2]⊤ is the Hopf oscillator state vector.
q =
[
q1, q2

]⊤ is a design coupling vector to coordinate
different oscillators. The formulas for q1 and q2 are de-
fined later in (12). A, f , and k are design parameters that
determine the amplitude of the steady-state oscillation,
oscillation frequency, and the speed of convergence, re-

spectively. Given the design parameters and a non-zero
initial state, a harmonic pattern will be generated from
the oscillator represented by o1 and o2. Note that o is
time-dependent; however, for the sake of simplicity, we
shall include the argument of time in the expression only
when essential.

In addition, a dynamic modulation of frequency is in-
troduced to generalize the oscillator formulation. It is
realized by employing a varying frequency influenced
by the state of oscillator, thus achieving a non-harmonic
pattern. Given the shape ratio α and time constant τ, the
constant frequency f in (5) can be adjusted to yield a
frequency fa, where

fa(o2) =
f

2α
+

(2α − 1) f
2α(1 − α)(1 + e−τo2 )

. (6)

Note that the period T of the oscillator in (6) is still de-
termined by f (i.e., T = 1/ f ), and the harmonic pattern
is a special case of (6) when α = 0.5. When α , 0.5,
the frequency fa changes monotonically in each oscil-
lation period. We direct the interested reader to refer-
ence [47] for the comprehensive analysis on Hopf oscil-
lators. Note that fa is a state-dependent variable of o2.
As a result, the other state, i.e., o1, becomes the exclu-
sive determinant of the fundamental gait trajectory, and
its value serves as the output of the Hopf oscillator in
the sequel.

3. Parametric Gait Pattern Model

3.1. Inverse Kinematics: Task Level to Motor Level

Our previous works [5, 8] introduce the design and
fabraction of a soft quadruped robot characterized by
its innovative utilization of four TSAs. Figure 1(a)
provides a visual representation of the robot, illus-
trating key states of robot such as roll (θx), pitch
(θy), yaw (θz), translational velocities along three axes
(vx, vy, vz), and the normal contact forces on each foot
( fnFL, fnFR, fnRL, fnRR). The defining characteristic of
the TSAs is the cable-driven mechanism, which enables
seamless and continuous bending and twisting along its
entire length. The cables, also referred to as tendons,
guide the deformation of soft materials, facilitating pre-
cise movement to designated positions. Each leg of the
robot is actuated by three cables, which are driven by
servo motors, resulting in the generation of tendon dis-
placement denoted as xten = [xA, xB, xC]⊤, as illustrated
in Figure 1(b). The state of each soft leg is characterized
by

s = [αb, αr, zl]⊤ , (7)
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Figure 1: Overview of the soft robot and its Tendon-driven Soft Actu-
ator (TSA): (a) Rendered robot with key states. (b) Structure of TSA:
rigid upper thigh and bendable lower section with αb. (c) Top view of
bent TSA with αr . (d) TSA compression via equal tendon pull with
zl.

as shown in Figure 1(b)-(d). The mapping of a feasi-
ble s into the corresponding tendon displacement xten is
investigated in the previous work [8] as the following
function.

xten = ginv(s) = finv([αb, αr]⊤) + 1zl, (8)

where finv : R2 → R3 is derived through geometric
analysis, and

xA = Rdαb cos(αr),

xB = Rdαb cos(αr +
2π
3

),

xC = Rdαb cos(αr +
4π
3

).

(9)

Rd is the radius of the circle formed by the three guid-
ing holes on a disk. xten, as the tendon displacement,
is further used as the motor reference for the low-level
position control. The synchronization of the designed
trajectory on s and xten will lead to a gait pattern of the
robot on the task level.

Moreover, a simulation environment utilizing MAT-
LAB Simulink Multibody blocks is developed [5, 8],
providing a digital emulation of the real robot. The
plant model within the simulator exhibits a high level of
modeling accuracy corresponding to the physical world,
which supports and prompts the design of motion con-
trollers. In addition, note that various terms, e.g., real
robot, physical robot, and real-world robot, are inter-
changeable in what follows, all referring to the entity
existing physically within the tangible environment, as
opposed to the simulated robotic platform employed.

3.2. Gait Pattern Generation

In the previous study [8], the temporal trajectory of
s is characterized by an ad hoc design approach, which

is non-optimal in terms of robot walking speed and effi-
ciency. State-of-the-art research usually identifies the
walking of a quadruped robot by rhythmic patterns;
hence, the nonlinear oscillator can be used as an ideal
option to model a rhythmic movement in a formalized
and parametric way. Therefore, to improve the gait
design, we employ nonlinear oscillators to model the
rhythmic movement of the actuator states.

Using the inverse kinematic model in (8), this study
applies the Hopf oscillator as a fundamental pattern gen-
erator for the robot locomotion pattern design. Follow-
ing the notation in Sec. 2.3, we denote by oi the oscilla-
tor state of cycle behavior si of leg-i, i ∈ I = {1, 2, 3, 4}.
To unify the cycle behavior of each leg and promote
their coordination, we assume the oscillator motion of
legs oi is originated from a primitive oscillator o based
on (5)-(6).

Nevertheless, the Hopf oscillators of each leg are yet
coordinated to shape gait patterns and generate motor
trajectory references. To realize it, coupling term qi is
designed to generate coupled oscillator oi of each leg
from the primitive oscillator o. The distinct behavior of
each leg is represented by a phase difference

θθθ = [θ1, θ2, θ3, θ4]. (10)

Thus, the rhythmic trajectory of each leg is defined by

oi(t) = o (t − ∆ti) , ∆ti = θi/(2π), i ∈ I. (11)

This study considers that the oscillator oi is coupled
and perturbed by the primitive oscillator o. Given the
target phase difference θi = θθθ[i], the coupling term of
the i-th oscillator is calculated by

qi =

[
q1
q2

]
i
=

[
0

ε(o1 sin θi + o2 cos θi)

]
, (12)

where ε > 0 denotes the coupling strength. By de-
signing the values of θθθ, the oscillator of each leg oi is
defined. Thus, actuators of legs can be synchronized
to compose different locomotive patterns, e.g., trotting,
galloping, depending on the values of θθθ. Figure 2 il-
lustrates an example of the non-harmonic oscillator re-
sponse with varying frequencies, where o′ is generated
from o. o1 = o[1] and o′1 = o′[1] defined in (5) are used
as the output of the oscillator. In the figure, two coupled
oscillators have the same pattern but different phases.
∆t′ is defined by θ′ = π/2.

Subsequently, the derivation of oi is applied to the de-
sign of si. Recap that in si, the rotational angle αr,i of the
leg influences the movement direction of the quadruped
robot. Especially, the prior study [8] has demonstrated
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Figure 2: The non-harmonic oscillator response with varying fre-
quencies. In this example, the initial state is randomized, and
[A, f , α, τ, k, ϵ,∆t′]= [1, 1.33, 0.75, 1, 1000, 5, 0.25].

that the direction of movement θz corresponds to the an-
gular rotations of the legs when all four legs exhibit uni-
form values, i.e., ∀i ∈ I, αr,i = θz. Therefore, given a
reference trajectory with the direction of movement θref,
we can simplify the problem by setting αr,i = θref.

Thus, the cyclic behavior si is essentially defined by
αb,i and zl,i, which determine the trajectory and ampli-
tude of the foot pattern. Based on the previous analysis,
the rhythmic behaviors can be effectively characterized
by the state output o1,i originating from the Hopf oscil-
lator. Note that, for the sake of simplifying the design
process and limiting the parameter space, we consider
αb,i and zl,i as interrelated, and both are characterized by
the same oscillator output o1,i but with distinct phases
and gains, i.e.,

αb,i(t) = o1,i(t),
αb,i(t)
Aαb

=
zl,i(t − φ)

Azl

, (13)

where φ ∈ [0,T ] is a design parameter, which repre-
sents the delay between the patterns of αb,i and zl,i. This
delay parameter allows for fine-tuning the synchroniza-
tion between these two critical components in the gait
pattern generation. Aαb and Azl denote the amplitudes
for αb and zl, respectively. We consider that both trajec-
tories share the same frequency f and shape ratio α in
order to generate the rhythmic pattern.

3.3. Optimization Problem Formulation

Based on the above analysis, the coordinated cycle
behavior of each leg si can be defined by the oscillator
state oi, the correlated phase difference φ, and the ref-
erence direction θref, and oi is further influenced by the
base oscillator o and coupling term qi through (11)-(13).
Thus,

si = fCPG (o,qi, φ, θref) . (14)

Eq. (14) provides a formulation of the rhythmic and co-
ordinated gait pattern enabled by Hopf oscillator. This
formulation enables the generation of coordinated leg

movements in response to the specified reference direc-
tion and desired phase synchronization. Accordingly,
the references xten for the 12 motors can be calculated
from si through (8). If the reference trajectories xten are
provided to the robot’s simulation model, the simulation
outcomes can be analyzed to evaluate the quality of the
gait pattern.

Generally, a gait of the leg robot is determined by
three factors: stride, duty cycle, and phase factor. In
our model, the phase factor is controlled by θθθ in (10) for
the leg synchronization, and the other two are derived
from the trajectory of si based on (14). Note that in
(14), given the initial state o(t0), o is determined by pa-
rameters Aαb , Azl , f , α, τ, k, and qi is computed based on
ε, θi. Among those, τ, k, ε control the stability and con-
vergence of the oscillators but will not influence their
steady-state behaviors; thus, those parameters are irrel-
evant to the gait design, which are regarded as constant
and predefined in the design phase.

Therefore, besides θref and θθθ that explicitly define the
robot walking direction and phase factor (which can be
pre-designed), the other walking properties are deter-
mined by o, qi and φ. To summarize, based on (5),
(6), and (13), the choice of parameters in the vector
p =
[
Aαb , Azl , f , α, φ

]⊤
∈ R5 significantly influences the

stride and duty cycle of the gait, thus influences various
aspects of the robot’s walking properties, e.g., walking
speed, Cost of Transport (COT), terrain clearance, and
stride length.

By designing and optimizing the associated design
parameters in p, the parametric formulation of the gait
pattern si enables the shaping of an optimal robot walk-
ing pattern. Considering the inverse kinematic mapping
in Sec. 3.1, the relationship between p and the objective
function set up an end-to-end design from motor actua-
tion commands to the robot walking task-level control.
Specifically, as an intuitive representative of the inter-
ested properties, this study defines the objective func-
tion by maximizing the robot walking speed v. Never-
theless, the proposed approach can also be applied and
analyzed for the other walking properties as mentioned
before. Within our CPG-based parametric gait pattern
framework, we assume that a set of parameter p will
lead to a stabilized robot walking speed v.

Owing to the lack of a known mathematical form, the
evaluation of the walking speed v for a candidate param-
eter vector p is based on the simulation results of the
robot model. If we view the simulated robot as a black-
box model, this parameter design problem becomes a
black-box optimization problem. Given the unknown
mapping function J : R5 → R with the design space
P= {p ∈ R5 : pi ≤ pi ≤ pi}, where pi and pi denote the
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lower and upper bounds for each element, the optimal
walking speed can be identified through

v∗ = max
p∈P

J(p), (15)

This black-box optimization problem is solved by the
Baysian optimization method introduced in Section 2.2.

4. Adaptive Optimal Gait Design by Multi-fidelity
Bayesian Optimization

4.1. Reality Gap from the Digital Replica

The optimization problem in (15) can be effectively
addressed by BO method, which employs a GP model
to approximate the unknown function J(·). BO itera-
tively selects candidate points for evaluation and uses
the gained information to guide the search towards the
optimal solution. However, implementing this process
in a physical robotics setup is typically troublesome,
since each direct evaluation of J(·) on the robot can be
resource-intensive, potentially causing wear and taking
a long time to execute.

To minimize the number of physical evaluation
queries and optimize the parameters efficiently, we
leverage a simulator model of the quadruped robot [5].
This simulator model serves as a digital replica of the
real robot, providing evaluation results with reduced ef-
fort and time compared to physical evaluations. Conse-
quently, the optimal combination of parameters can be
identified through the optimization of the evaluation re-
sults obtained via simulation, making the process more
cost-effective.

Nonetheless, it is crucial to account for the unavoid-
able discrepancies between the simulator and the real
robot, and the non-negligible reality gap is demon-
strated in our previous experiments [5]. As an alterna-
tive, the optimal points can be identified directly from
the physical robot with the BO framework; however, as
previously discussed, J(·) is expensive to evaluate in the
physical experiments, resulting in increased workload
and difficulty in data collection during the iterative pro-
cess.

To ensure that optimal performance can be achieved
in the physical environment, we introduce an MFBO ap-
proach based on the BO framework for domain adap-
tation and online training. It facilitates the transfer of
knowledge from simulation to reality during parame-
ter optimization. Thus, the optimal solution is adapted
and evolved efficiently from model-based optimization
to the physical implementation.

4.2. Multi-fidelity Bayesian Optimization

Both the simulator and the physical robot can be
modeled as two different GP models with the same input
and output states. Thus, in the BO framework, the two
GP models for the same subject are correlated, and their
inter-model correlations can be exploited for efficient
learning. To achieve this, we employ the MTGP model
to substitute the single output GP model. This substitu-
tion allows us to leverage multiple outputs that capture
diverse behaviors of various plant models. We create
a tuple ⟨pi, j⟩ by augmenting the input sample with the
fidelity identifiers j, where j ∈ {1, 2} denotes the simu-
lator and physical environment. To reflect the similarity
constraint, we define a new covariance function over the
identifier by k f ( j, j′). With intrinsic model of coregion-
alization [48], we reconstruct the kernel function with

k̃(⟨pi, j⟩, ⟨pi′ , j′⟩) = k f ( j, j′)k(pi,pi′ ), (16)

where k(·, ·) is defined in Sec. 2.1. k f (·, ·) is the addi-
tional covariance function representing the correlation
over models, which takes the model labels as input.

For the training input set P with n samples, we first
assume the complete set of evaluation results on J(·) is
available for both fidelity levels with ṽ = [v1, v2], where
v j = [v j

1,. . ., v
j
n], j ∈ {1, 2}. Based on (16), the covari-

ance matrix K̃ for the data from both fidelity levels can
be obtained with

K̃ = K f ⊗ KP, (17)

where ⊗ denotes Kronecker product, K f ∈ R2×2 is a
symmetric matrix whose diagonal entries represent the
inner-task relationship with themselves, and the other
elements describe the correlations of different fidelity
levels. Note that if all the off-diagonal entries are ze-
ros, K f becomes an identity matrix, which means all the
underlying data sources are independent.

The parameters for an MTGP model include λλλ and
K f . We denote them collectively as Λ=

[
λλλ vec(K f )

]⊤
,

where vec(·) denotes the column vectorization of a ma-
trix. An MTGP model is optimized similarly to that in
Sec. 2.1 by maximizing the marginal likelihood for Λ.
We leave out the derivation of hyperparameter learning
for simplicity. Accordingly, the prediction of the test
point ⟨p′, j′⟩ can be achieved by calculating the condi-
tional probability with

p(v′ | ⟨p′, j′⟩,Λ∗,P, ṽ) = N(µp′ , σp′ ), (18)
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and

µp′ = k̃(P, ⟨p′, j′⟩)⊤K̃−1ṽ⊤,

σp′ = k̃(⟨p′, j′⟩, ⟨p′, j′⟩) − k̃(P, ⟨p′, j′⟩)⊤K̃−1k̃(P, ⟨p′, j′⟩),
(19)

where k̃(P, ⟨p′, j′⟩) denotes the kernel vector in the
MTGP model for the test point tuple ⟨p′, j′⟩, and

k̃(P, ⟨p′, j′⟩) = (K f ) j′ ⊗ k(P,p′). (20)

(K f ) j′ is a 2 × 1 vector where (·) j′ selects the j′-th col-
umn of the matrix K f . Recall that k(P,p′) is an n×1 vec-
tor, which leads to the size of kernel vector k̃(P, ⟨p′, j′⟩)
becoming 2n × 1. It evaluates the kernel value of the
test input with respect to all training data points from
both fidelity models. To differentiate the single output
GP model in (1)-(2), we denote by g̃(⟨p, j⟩) the MTGP
model.

Built upon the MTGP model, the MFBO process can
be updated accordingly. To be specific, in (3)-(4), g(p)
is evaluated instead by g̃(⟨p, j⟩) through (16)-(20). And
the generated point by maximizing the acquisition func-
tion corresponds to an optimal candidate point for the
physical robot. By performing the MFBO iterations,
the precision of the MTGP is enhanced by incorporating
additional data from the physical measurement. Conse-
quently, this process facilitates the identification of the
optimal point for the physical robot, thereby enabling
the achievement of domain adaptation across models ef-
ficiently.

Remark 1. Owing to the expression simplicity, we uti-
lize the isotopic data [48] for the derivation in (17)-(20),
where the outputs ṽ are assumed fully observable for
both simulator and physical robot based on the input set
P. However, in practical implementation, the collected
data ṽ cannot be uniform among different fidelity levels
due to the extraordinary cost of the physical experiment.
It leads to the heterotopic data scenario, where some of
the outputs from the physical environment are unavail-
able. Nonetheless, the derivation still holds with the het-
erotopic data, but the covariance matrix K̃ is inappropri-
ate with matrix-wise calculation, as some elements in
KP of (17) correspond to un-examined data and will not
be observed. Alternatively, if the number of data is n j

for the j-th data source, the matrix size will be changed,
and K̃ becomes an N × N matrix, where N = n1 + n2.
Each entry in K̃ can still be obtained by using (16)
through element-wise calculation. Eqs. (18)-(20) will
change accordingly, where k̃(P, ⟨pt, j⟩) becomes a vec-
tor of size N × 1.

The MFBO approach can be outlined as a two-stage

learning process, as summarized in Algorithm 1. First,
we initialize a training data set by randomizing a set of
parameter candidates Pinit and measuring their output
vinit through simulation. They construct the data set for
the initial GP model training. Subsequently, by running
the traditional BO on the simulation platform (with the
fidelity identifier j= 1) in an iterative way, we generate
an optimal parameter vector p∗j=1, along with the accu-
mulation of data [⟨pi, j = 1⟩, vi]. After that, we lever-
age p∗j=1 as the starting point and perform MFBO on the
physical experiment platform (with the fidelity identifier
j=2). Following the evaluation of each candidate point
pk, we augment the data set with a new tuple ⟨pk, j = 2⟩
and its corresponding result vk. The optimal parameter
p∗j=2 is determined upon the completion of iterations in
the MFBO process.

Importantly, by using the MFBO approach in Lines
12-23, the amount of information gained from both
sources with different fidelities can be used and con-
tribute to the optimization process on the real robot,
which saves a significant overhead by avoiding re-
exploring the same parameter space on the physical
platform. Owing to the computational efficiency and ac-
curacy of the simulation platform, our MFBO approach
yields substantial improvements in terms of the speed of
optimization.

5. System Architecture Overview

To run the MFBO algorithm on the physical robot, the
algorithm requires either real-time access to the robot
simulation model or the storage of the training data for
solving the BO problem of (15). Either is a big chal-
lenge to the training efficiency and the real-time control
of the physical robot. To alleviate the data storage and
computational burden on the robot’s onboard micropro-
cessor, we employ an edge computing framework to of-
fload the MFBO training process to an edge server.

The control system architecture of the soft quadruped
robot is illustrated in Figure 3. The robot’s onboard
computation task mainly focuses on the sensor data col-
lection and control signal actuation. This corresponds
to a low level of decentralization (sometimes referred
to as a distributed I/O approach). Three types of sen-
sors are integrated into the robot, including the Inertial
Measurement Unit (IMU), Time of Flight (ToF), and
force sensors. Given the study’s emphasis on walking
speed, both IMU and ToF sensors are employed to es-
timate longitudinal velocity, while force sensors only
contribute to footfall pattern analysis. The onboard col-
lected data from the sensors are sent to the edge server

8



Algorithm 1: Multi-fidelity Bayesian optimiza-
tion

Data: Initial set Pinit, design space bounds
[pi,pi], initial guess of K f , number of
iterations imax, kmax, i = k = 1

Result: Optimal parameter on real robot p∗j=2

1 Evaluate Pinit on the simulator and get vinit;
2 Build T ← {[⟨pi, j = 1⟩, vi] | pi ∈ Pinit, vi ∈ vinit};
3 Train GP model g(·) from T with parameter λλλ;
4 while i < imax do
5 Perform BO based on T and λλλ, get new

candidate point pi;
6 Evaluate pi on the simulator and get vi;
7 Update set: T ← T

⋃
{[⟨pi, j = 1⟩, vi]};

8 Update the GP model g(·) and get a new λλλ;
9 Update iteration: i← i + 1;

10 end
11 p∗j=1 ← pi, i = arg maxi(vi), [⟨pi, j = 1⟩, vi] ∈ T ;
12 while k < kmax do
13 if k = 1 then
14 pk = p∗j=1, Λ =

[
λλλ vec(K f )

]⊤
15 else
16 Perform MFBO based on T and Λ, get a

new candidate point pk;
17 end
18 Evaluate J(pk) on the real robot and get vk;
19 Update set: T ← T

⋃
{[⟨pk, j = 2⟩, vk]};

20 Update the MTGP model g̃(·) and get a new
Λ;

21 Update iteration: k ← k + 1;
22 end
23 p∗ ← pk, k = arg maxk(vk), [⟨pk, j = 2⟩, vk] ∈ T ;

for the state estimation of the robot’s velocity. Subse-
quently, the robot receives control signals from the edge
server to govern soft leg actuation. Actuation is exe-
cuted through position control of the servo motors, with
lower-level PD controllers enhancing stability and effi-
ciency.

The edge server is dedicated to executing compu-
tationally and memory-intensive tasks, encompassing
functions such as state estimation, MFBO training, CPG
oscillator calculation, and kinematics conversion. All
functionalities on the edge server are deployed within
a virtual machine operating in the Ubuntu 20.04 envi-
ronment. The raw data of sensor feedback from the
soft quadruped robot, including quaternions and lin-
ear accelerations, distances to surroundings, and contact
forces, are fused to enhance speed estimation through

Figure 3: Control system architecture. The actuator and electrical
firmware are physically integrated into the robot. The unidirectional
arrows surrounding radio waves denote the transmission and reception
of messages between soft robots and the edge server.

a Kalman filter. The resultant stabilized speed signal
serves as the input for MFBO training, facilitating the
optimization of parameters for the CPG controller. Sub-
sequently, the oscillator signal is updated, and actuation
commands are derived through kinematics conversion.
The communication infrastructure between the robot’s
controller and the edge server relies on 5G technology,
facilitated by the Quectel RM500Q-GL 5G HAT inte-
grated into the soft robot. The employment of 5G com-
munication not only provides improved reliability and
lower latency for the real-time control task, but also en-
hances the mobility support with expanded coverage,
which makes it particularly advantageous for potential
industrial IoT use cases with the soft robots.

6. Results and Validation

6.1. Baseline Selection
To assess the effectiveness of the implemented BO

approach during the training phase, we conduct perfor-
mance comparisons with the following baselines. These
baselines include algorithms/search methods previously
introduced in Sec. 1, which serve as a reference for
state-of-the-art approaches in the domain.

• Adaptive grid search (AGS) [49]: Owing to the ex-
ponential complexity associated with grid search at
a finer granularity for sampling, an Adaptive Grid
Search (AGS) approach is used to avoid exhaustive
search. AGS iteratively refines the search space
based on promising regions from the previous op-
timal solution. We consider the point identified by
AGS as the global optimum.
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• Simulated annealing (SA) [50]: SA is utilized as
the benchmark for black-box optimization compar-
ison due to its effectiveness as a single-point search
algorithm. Note that population-based algorithms,
e.g., Genetic Algorithms (GA) [37] and Particle
Swarm Optimization (PSO), are not ideal due to
the computational expense of evaluating a substan-
tial amount of samples per iteration.

• Random search (RS) [51]: RS represents a
worst-case scenario without intelligent explo-
ration, which is used to quantify the improvement
of the other methods.

• Omni-directional walking design (OWD) [8]:
OWD is proposed in the previous work for the soft
robot walking gait design. It is regarded as a base-
line in terms of ad hoc design without optimization
or search processes; thus, it is only used to com-
pare the performance of the identified optimal gait
pattern.

Note that, except OWD, the other baselines are solely
employed for evaluating the optimization performance
at the simulation level, as they cannot effectively con-
trol the physical robot to walk. Except AGS, each search
method is assessed through 3 evaluations using distinct
random seeds. We impose a predefined limit of 300 it-
erations as a stopping criterion for SA, RS, and BO.

The selection of the surrogate model in BO is crucial
in identifying optimal points of design parameters. As
commented in Sec. 2.2, various surrogate models may
be employed for BO. Specifically, we assess the perfor-
mance of these surrogate models against GP, which are
summarized and outlined in a previous study [45]:

• Random forest (RF) [52]: RF is an ensemble
method consisting of multiple regression trees.
Each tree is trained on a bootstrap sample of the
training data, and the final prediction is obtained
by averaging the predictions of all trees.

• Random Fourier Expansion (RFE) [53]: RFE gen-
erates random features using Fourier basis func-
tions and trains a linear regression model on these
features to approximate the objective function.

• Support Vector Machine (SVM) [54]: SVM finds
the best hyperplane to separate different classes by
maximizing the margin between support vectors.
We use Radial Basis Function (RBF) as the kernel
function.

Table 1: Comparison of the optimization performance

ADS SA RS BO
Max speed (m/s) 0.312 0.264 0.125 0.286

Optimization time (h) 72.367 5.025 4.567 1.278

• Piece-wise Linear (PL) [55]: PL surrogate model
uses rectified linear units (ReLUs) in a linear com-
bination, where the ReLU input represents the lin-
ear mapping of the input data [55].

The hyperparameters in the surrogate models are con-
figured in alignment with the studies referenced by
Bliek et al. [45]. All the simulation evaluations are ex-
ecuted on a desktop with Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-8700
CPU at 3.20 GHz, six cores, and 8.0 GB installed mem-
ory (RAM).

6.2. Comparison of Optimization Methods
Table 1 lists the optimization results by different

methods with the associated computational time. Note
that this comparison is conducted with the simulation
platform. Among all the methods, ADS delivers the best
performance with the global optimum speed at 0.312
m/s. Nevertheless, it comes at a significant computa-
tional time cost, consuming over 72 hours as it evalu-
ated 3072 points within 3 iteratively refined parameter
regions. In contrast, the BO approach only takes 1.278
hours to converge after roughly 70 iterations, reaching
an optimal speed of 0.286 m/s, which corresponds to
91.67% of the global optimum. In addition, SA does
not meet the objective function tolerance criteria and
gets terminated at 300 rounds. It results in an identi-
fied optimal point of 0.264 m/s in a duration of 5.025
hours, which is slightly worse than BO. On the other
hand, RS provides a lower bound reference of employ-
ing the defined CPG oscillator-based gait pattern. It of-
fers a baseline speed of 0.125 m/s and consumes 4.567
hours to finish the 300-iteration search. In comparison
to ADS and RS, the application of the BO approach
demonstrates its effectiveness in exploring the optimal
gait pattern for soft robots. Additionally, in the context
of black-box optimization, it also exhibits superior ef-
ficiency compared to SA. Moreover, the underlying GP
model in BO facilitates domain adaptation for subse-
quent sim-to-real transfer, which is a feature not achiev-
able by SA.

For a more comprehensive analysis of the robustness
of BO, Figure 4 illustrates the BO training performance
across different trials with randomly initialized seeds
and noise, where the corresponding parameter setting
is given in Table 3. Note that the variable ranges are
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defined with the same extreme values as deployed in
the study [8] for a fair comparison. It can be seen that
the robot stays at an exploration phase within the de-
sign space for the first 40 iterations, followed by a no-
ticeable performance improvement for the next 20 iter-
ations. Subsequently, convergence is achieved with a
stable speed at around 70 iterations. In the simulated
environment, the robot ultimately learns a stable speed
of approximately 0.28 m/s. This represents a remark-
able improvement compared with the previous study [8]
(0.14 m/s). The optimized gait pattern s within the iden-
tical motion space leads to a twofold increase in walking
speed.

6.3. Comparison of Surrogate Models
Table 2 compares the performance of different surro-

gate models. We construct a test data set by pseudo-
randomly selecting 1000 samples in order to cover the
entire design search space. We evaluate goodness-of-
fit of models with R2 and NMSE to quantify the pre-
diction accuracy. To evaluate the generalization and
robustness of the model, we conduct the experiments
through a 5-fold cross-validation by partitioning the
dataset into five subsets, using each subset once as a
validation set, and averaging the performance metrics
across all folds. Hence, we present the mean R2 and
its standard deviation from cross-validation, along with
the mean NMSE. In addition, we evaluate the computa-
tional time for each surrogate model regression to assess
their computational complexity.

In Table 2, it is evident that under a relatively small
dataset scenario, the employed GP surrogate model ex-
hibits a noticeable advantage over other methods in
terms of modeling accuracy. Furthermore, during the
cross-validation experiment, it demonstrates the low-
est standard deviation value, indicating stable out-of-
sample performance and strong generalization to un-
seen data. On the other hand, the GP method has larger
computational complexities, which grow cubically and
quadratically with the number of training points during
model training and online inference, respectively. In
comparison to other benchmark methods, it only shows
better computational efficiency against PL, which re-
quires back-propagating training for ReLUs. This result
gives us insights into the trade-off between model ac-
curacy and real-time efficiency when employing the GP
model, thereby emphasizing the significance and justi-
fication of our edge off-loading architecture.

6.4. MFBO and Physical Deployment
This section addresses the results of MFBO during

the physical deployment, and the training process is de-

Table 2: Cross-validation for comparing the surrogate models

RF RFE SVM PL GP
Mean R2 0.9373 0.8880 0.8902 0.9294 0.9856

Standard deviation 0.0121 0.0262 0.0220 0.0140 0.0049
Mean NMSE 0.1134 0.1519 0.1487 0.1201 0.0478

Computational time (s) 0.0546 0.1584 0.1180 10.9937 4.7888

Table 3: Parameter setting for BO training

Parameters Values
| Pinit | 10

p [0.7, 0.008, 2, 0.9, 2π]⊤

p [0.1, 0.001, 0.4, 0.1, 0]⊤

imax 70
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Figure 4: BO training on simulation platform

picted in Figure 5. As previously noted, we initiated
the MFBO training with the optimal gait discovered in
the simulation environment. Due to model errors, the
robot’s actual walking behavior differs from the simu-
lated speed. Specifically, it struggles to attain the de-
sired speed and only reaches approximately 0.025m/s1.
Nevertheless, after several iterations of MFBO training,
the robot rapidly adjusts the walking pattern to suit the
physical environment. Consequently, its walking speed
gradually increases to around 0.2 m/s and reaches a sat-
uration point. Despite some oscillations and fluctua-
tions in the training curves across 5 different trials at-
tributable to environmental noise, they exhibit a consis-
tent overall trend and stabilize within 10 iterations.

Furthermore, the robot’s walking speed at the opti-
mized point in the physical environment is plotted in
Figure 6. As before, we conduct 5 trials and pro-
vide both individual trial results and the average perfor-
mance. The robot accelerates to a stable speed with ap-
proximately 1.2 s. In particular, the largest speed goes
up to 0.344 m/s during the testing with an average sta-
bilized speed of 0.214 m/s. This represents a significant
improvement of 52.71% compared to the physical test-
ing results of the OWD solution within the same param-

1The corresponding motion patterns are viewable in the attached
video.
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Figure 5: MFBO physical training
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Figure 6: Walking test of the optimized parameters.

Figure 7: Comparison of the foot pattern.

eter range. Figure 8 shows the physical test results of
the converged motion pattern1.

Figure 7 plots and compares the foot trajectories be-
tween the MFBO and OWD gaits. The MFBO con-
troller demonstrates a substantially increased swing dis-
tance in the direction of motion, resulting in an approx-
imately twofold expansion of the horizontal distance
compared to the OWD foot pattern. In addition, both
foot patterns attain a similar maximal foot height. Note
that the design space of the leg’s state s remains con-
sistent across both methods. However, the swing trajec-
tories of αb and zl are different for two methods during
the design phase. This disparity leads to distinct phase
synchronization behaviors between αb and zl, influenc-
ing the maximal horizontal distances and subsequently
impacting walking patterns and speeds.

In addition, as shown in Figure 9, a comparison of
oscillator behaviors is made between the optimal point
identified in the simulator and the physical environment.
According to (14), the oscillator exhibits varying char-
acteristics depending on the design parameter vector
p. Relative to the optimized gait observed in the sim-
ulator, the oscillator associated with the optimal gait

Figure 8: Physical test results of the converged motion pattern cap-
tured in video frames.

Figure 9: Comparison of behaviors of optimized oscillators. (a): Sim-
ulation platform, (b): Physical testing platform.

in the physical test exhibits a comparatively lower fre-
quency value f and a higher value for the shape ratio
α. These differences suggest a more prompt transition
between the two swing phases during physical train-
ing. The maximal bending angle αb remains consistent
across both data sources; however, in the physical test-
ing scenario, the robot’s leg requires less time for the
swing-back motion and tends to exert a greater force
during the rearward push against the ground. This phe-
nomenon corresponds to the previously discussed real-
ity gap in Figure 5, as the robot encounters challenges in
generating sufficient power to facilitate forward move-
ment when operating with the optimal gait derived from
the simulator. Consequently, it shows more aggressive
behavior by shortening the duration of the swing-back
phase. Moreover, in Figure 9(b), zl exhibits a noticeable
decrease accordingly, which is inferred to compensate
for the alteration in α, since keeping the same amount
of zl with a larger α will challenge the motor response
capacity. Also, increasing α without decreasing zl will
result in an overly aggressive gait pattern, potentially
leading to kinetic friction and causing slippage.
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6.5. Off-loading performance comparison
To highlight the necessity of edge computing archi-

tecture to realize the task off-loading process, we con-
ducted a comparative analysis of CPG calculations exe-
cuted on the robot’s control board and the edge server.
Note that the MFBO training part is exclusively of-
floaded to the edge server and is not considered in this
comparison due to its excessive computational resource
demands on the robot’s board. Owing to the contention
of computational resource in a multi-thread setup, con-
trol tasks on the robot’s onboard controller may become
overdue, resulting in missed deadlines. Therefore, we
evaluate the overdue status of the control tasks.

As shown in Figure 10(a), when the control task is
offloaded, the computation of the CPG actuation signals
is accelerated by leveraging the advanced computation
capacity of the edge server. In this scenario, 5G com-
munication contributes to a larger portion of the total
delay, which is primarily limited by the fixed proximity
of the edge server and 5G bandwidth availability. The
resulting end-to-end latency satisfies the defined control
frequency (20 Hz), thus enabling a smooth gait actua-
tion in the physical deployment, with average and max-
imum delays 28.215 ms and 42.779 ms, respectively.
Conversely, executing the computation task on the on-
board controller leads to longer execution time delays,
and some jobs miss the deadline. We profile the over-
load of the onboard computation from a thread in the
lower-level controller in Figure 10(b) and evaluate the
performance influence. It is noteworthy that the plotted
time consumption in Figure 10(b) exclusively reflects
the execution of the control task. However, some in-
stances of missed deadlines, as observed in the figure,
occur despite computation delays below 50 ms. This
phenomenon is attributed to the incomplete execution
of perception and actuation tasks within the closed-loop
control period. Thus, the degradation in real-time per-
formance results in an inconsistent and incoherent gait
pattern, with the robot getting stuck in certain postures
due to missed actuation signals2.

6.6. Domain Adaptation and Reality Gap
As discussed in Sec. 4.2, the domain adaptation

of MFBO is realized by determining the matrix K f

with physical experiments, and it represents the cor-
relation between the simulator and the physical robot.
To increase its interpretability, a transformation is per-
formed on K f by diagonal elements normalization [56].

2The comparison of real-time control performance is shown in the
video attachment.

Figure 10: Comparison of the time consumption of real-time control
when the CPG is calculated at (a): edge server, (b): robot’s onboard
controller.

We refer to the normalized matrix as K′f , and K′f =[
1 0.575

0.575 1

]
. The diagonal elements of K′f are unit

values to eliminate the influence of label-specific scal-
ing. The off-diagonal elements indicate that the dy-
namic properties of the simulator and the robot have a
moderately positive correlation.

In addition, we perform a bi-directional comparison
to verify the reality gap, where the performance of the
optimized parameters in different MFBO iterations from
a training trail is cross-validated in the simulator. The
corresponding velocities are plotted in Figure 5. No-
tably, in the simulated platform’s initial iteration, the
robot achieves its maximum velocity despite exhibit-
ing the worst physical performance. Subsequently, the
velocities in the simulator drops and gets stabilized for
the other candidate points as the MFBO physical train-
ing progresses. Nevertheless, it consistently maintains
a higher velocity than that observed in the physical re-
alization. The cross-validation verifies the non-linear
correlation of the addressed objective function across
different data sources. Based on the simulation results,
the Pearson’s correlation coefficient is calculated with

Kbi =

[
1 0.601

0.601 1

]
. The high consistency between

Kbi and K f verifies that our estimated model has a high
accuracy for domain adaptation, which leads to the re-
alization of the MFBO with high efficiency.

7. Conclusion and Future Work

This study investigates advanced gait pattern design
for a tendon-driven soft quadruped robot, with a specific
focus on bridging the reality gap mitigation through
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learning-enhanced methods. The gait design exploits
a parametric model based on Central Pattern Genera-
tors (CPG) with Hopf oscillators, whose parameters are
determined through Bayesian Optimization (BO) using
both simulation and experimental data. Furthermore, to
ensure a smooth sim-to-real transfer, we refine the BO
method and propose a multi-fidelity Bayesian Optimiza-
tion (MFBO) approach for domain adaptation, thus effi-
ciently compensating for modeling errors and overcom-
ing the reality gap. Moreover, the entire training process
utilizes an edge computing off-loading scheme with 5G
communication, enhancing real-time data collection,
training, control performance, and potential industrial
applications. Future work includes investigation into
walking properties for optimization and exploration of
high-level navigation tasks on the soft quadruped robot
platform. In addition, the communication dependence
introduced by the off-loading scheme raises potential
vulnerability due to communication loss. Hence, future
work could extend this study by developing methods to
enable the system to continue operation in a degraded
mode and transition into a fail-safe state.
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